Introduction
Many people associate Environmental Justice exclusively with the struggle by minority and low-income populations to achieve equitable treatment and involvement with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. I am particularly gratified by the efforts of Environmental Justice to incorporate a more inclusive definition, as this journal explores the environmental burdens impacting all marginalized populations and communities. I favor this expansive definition because it allows for the possibility that a population that makes up the majority (women), even a racially and economically privileged majority in an economically privileged country (the United States) can nevertheless be marginalized and suffer uniquely from environmental injustices. Moreover, employing such a definition can reveal how such a marginalized and ostensibly powerless group can fight for environmental justice on its own terms-and win.
I am an environmental historian interested in the role that gender has played in environmental justice (and injustice) throughout the history of the United States. Gender matters profoundly in environmental justice history, but understanding of the role it has played is frequently lost in the sea of other influential factors including politics, economics, and the law, and more recently, in the emphasis on race and poverty that dominates so much of the work in the field.
My current book project "Beyond 'Nature's Housekeepers': Gendered Turning Points for American Women in Environmental History" offers an enriched understanding 2 of the powerful yet underappreciated role of gender in American environmental history overall, as well as in the more specialized study of environmental justice. I was very pleased to find that two of the feature articles in the premier issue of Environmental Justice were devoted specifically to women's activism. In "A Small
Group of Thoughtful, Committed Citizens," scholar Joyce M. Barry notes that women make up 90% of the membership in environmental justice groups around the country.
My work on gender in environmental history will, I hope, help to explain why women have been so drawn to environmental justice activism. In an effort to highlight the constancy of gender as a factor shaping environmental attitudes and actions, my project begins with pre-Columbian Native Americans, extends as Europeans and Africans transformed the land, and continues through to the present day. The excerpts I present here highlight the actions of women perhaps not immediately associated with the modern Environmental Justice movement: middle-class, primarily white, homemakers.
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Evolution of Prescribed Gender Spheres: The Nineteenth Century
By the 1850s nearly a fifth of the national population was living in towns and cities. As the ranks of this more urban group swelled during the early industrialization prior to the Civil War, its lifestyles, particularly gender relationships, came to influence the way virtually all Americans defined "true womanhood," or woman's proper sphere.
The concept refers to an idealized domestic environment of home, upheld by four pillars: piety, purity, submissiveness and domesticity. Within this home, women were described as morally and spiritually superior to men, but also innately dependent, affectionate, gentle, nurturing, benevolent and sacrificing, bearing responsibility for inspiring and cultivating purity within all of the home's inhabitants. According to the prescriptive literature of the day, true happiness for these ideal women was found not in selfish pursuits, but in renouncing themselves in favor of total dedication to the service of others.
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Although excluded from the conventional avenues to prestige and power, middleclass women enjoyed a new consciousness and value of themselves as unique contributors to society. A self-contained female world emerged as women found increasing solidarity with each other. 3 Ideally, this pure, domestic feminine world was wholly divorced from the tainted masculine world of politics, business, and money. In reality, however, the two worlds intertwined. Women discovered that to carry out their prescribed role, they often had no recourse but to immerse themselves in the world of men.
By 1915 a university bulletin noted, "The woman's place is in the home. But today, would she serve the home, she must go beyond the home. No longer is the home 4 encompassed by four walls. Many of its important activities lie now involved in the bigger family of the city and the state." 4 Such a view encouraged the notion of women as uniquely qualified and obligated to seek environmental justice.
During the progressive era (circa 1890-1917), many middle class female reformers, primarily but not exclusively white, claimed that male domination of business and technology had resulted in a skewed value system. 5 Profit had replaced morality, they charged, as men focused on financial gain as the sole measurement of success, progress, and right. Men profited, for example, by selling impure food and drugs to an unsuspecting public. In the factories whose profits turned a few individuals into millionaires, men, women, and children toiled long hours for low wages in unsafe conditions, only to go home to urban ghettos rife with poverty, crime, and disease.
Precious, non-renewable resources were ripped from the earth with no thought to their conservation, let alone preservation. 6 In the face of so much gross injustice, environmental and otherwise, women, long prescribed to be the civilizers of men, staged protests and organized reform efforts.
Gender in Progressive-Era Wilderness Preservation and Resource Conservation
According to Lydia Adams-Williams, who promoted herself in 1908 as the first woman lecturer and writer on conservation, "Man has been too busy building railroads, constructing ships, engineering great projects, and exploiting vast commercial enterprises" to consider his environmental impact. 7 Adams-Williams claimed that it fell to "woman in her power to educate public sentiment to save from rapacious waste and complete exhaustion the resources upon which depend the welfare of the home, the children, and the children's children." 8 Many women agreed that, in the words of 5 environmental historian Carolyn Merchant, "Man the moneymaker had left it to woman the moneysaver to preserve resources." 9 Nature, in other words, had been denied nurture.
The notion of a strict gender divide over the need for wilderness preservation and Although male environmentalists were gratified by the moral authority women's activism brought to conservation and preservation concerns, Adam Rome has traced the resistance to this incursion into the world of masculine authority. 16 Fearing that charges of the sentimentality and emotionalism associated with women would ultimately weaken the cause of environmentalism, men eased or forced women out of positions of authority.
Moving beyond the progressive era, women were not only pressured into resigning from serious health problems in humans, including disruption in the endocrine system, cancer, infertility, and mutagenic effects. 21 A few critics like Elizabeth Dodson Gray began to recognize that rampant consumerism was rapidly depleting natural resources and poisoning the environment, with women uniquely at risk and unwittingly at fault. Gray warned that more chemicals were found in the average modern home than in chemical labs of the past, and that "many homemakers know little about these chemicals and even less about their toxic and polluting effects." by homemakers in 1973 who, without previous activist experience, opposed a proposed nuclear power plant in Rudolph, Wisconsin. 23 These women were white and middleclass, in their thirties or forties; most were raising young children and were not employed outside the home. 24 They were, claims one scholar, "naturals" for activist work because their role as the primary caregivers to their children had previously involved them in broad humanistic/nurturing issues, their interactions with other activists were minimally contentious, and their lack of conventional power left them with little to lose. 25 Ridiculed for their lack of scientific credentials, LAND members educated themselves about nuclear hazards. Most significantly, they worked to educate and gain the support of the entire community, not just appeal to those perceived to be in power. 26 LAND also produced anti-nuclear lyrics to popular songs and staged a highly publicized release of red balloons tagged with postcards describing the various radioactive 11 substances they represented. 29 The balloons' finders, spread across several states, returned the postcards to LAND, vividly demonstrating the traveling range of airborne contaminants. In 1980, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission bowed to widespread opposition, much of it generated by LAND, and canceled plans that had grown to include eight proposed nuclear power plants. " We won, we beat the monster," noted one LAND member, adding that the "sweet victory" was "gratifying for all the small Davids to confront Goliath and come out on top." 30 By the time the group formally disbanded in 1988, the world had witnessed events that proved LAND's concerns were well-founded rather than exaggerated: the partial core meltdown at Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island nuclear power station in 1979 and, the Chernobyl accident in the Ukraine in 1986, the worst nuclear accident in history. Many former LAND members became active in state, national, and international groups concerned with nuclear issues.
Conclusion
Even among privileged middle-class Americans, gender plays a powerful but frequently overlooked role in environmental injustice. In the nineteenth century, prescribed gender roles limited most American women's political and economic power. Women used the authority imbued by their prescribed altruism to promote environmental reforms during the Progressive Era. During the second half of the twentieth century prescribed gender roles exposed full time homemakers to certain environmental dangers, but also rendered them uniquely powerful as environmental activists. By embracing a more inclusive definition of environmental justice, the journal Environmental Justice invites broader, more encompassing investigations into the causes of-and remedies for-environmental injustice. In providing a forum that features and fosters many disciplines, including history and gender studies, Environmental Justice promotes thoughtful analysis of how densely woven and complex webs of ideologies and actions have impacted the earthsuggesting new avenues of inquiry and new tools that may contribute to possible solutions to longstanding problems.
1 The author's preliminary publications from which this essay is drawn include "The Two
